s most picture archiving and communication system (PACS) administrators or imaging informatics professionals are aware, the Society for Imaging Informatics in Medicine (SIIM, formerly SCAR) is sponsoring an effort to provide certification in the growing field. SIIM members believe that this society is the most qualified to provide guidance in the development of an exam and certification because we are an unbiased nonprofit organization. We are working with the American Registry of Radiologic Technologists (ARRT) to help develop and administer the test, not because we believe a Certified Imaging Informatics Professional should have a background in radiologic technology but because the ARRT has vast experience with developing and administering examinations.
Many of the people who intend to take the examination have asked how to prepare for it. Of course, attending professional meetings and PACS Administration courses, including those offered by SIIM, are a good way to meet others in the profession as well as to learn new ways to solve problems. We have attempted to put together a reading list for those who also wish to prepare for the examination by reading and studying at home. 
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JOURNAL ARTICLES CAN PROVIDE UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD
You may go to any University Library or search online for related articles using pubmed at http:// www.nlm.nih.gov. If you do not have access to these journals at your location, you may wish to access them for a slight fee through pubmed or the individual journals. Nearly all journals now offer a pay-per-view or a daily fee for downloading full text articles to nonsubscribers. I have included a few to get you started.
BAAPM/RSNA tutorial on equipment selection: PACS equipment overview: general guidelines for purchasing and acceptance testing of PACS equipment, [ by E. Samei, J. A. Seibert, K. Andriole, et al., Radiographics, vo1. 23; 2004 (313Y334) .
BChanges in technologist productivity with implementation of an enterprise-wide PACS, [ by B. Reiner, E. Siegel, and M. Scanlon, Journal of Digital lmaging, vol. 15:1; March 2002 (22Y26) .
BThe new RAD administrator, [ by G. Wiley, Decisions in Imaging Economics, vol. 18:8; August, 2005 (15Y18, 54) .
BDefining 
